About sMS-200

sMS-200 is a new generation of mini network player with built in ‘Media Player Board’ developed
by our own technology.

The significance of sMS-200 comes from the dedicated ARM processor board developed for only
audio purpose, it is definitely not the similar kind of those ready-made processor boards in the
market offered with dazzling low price but not that much of high sound quality, of which the
most of audio product manufacturers experience deterioration of sound and are forced to use
unnecessary features from the ready-made boards, but now it’s gone with the sMS-200.

SOtM developed the product just for audio sound performance, getting rid of all unnecessary
features concentrating on the high quality sound at a reasonable price.

sMS-200 is particularly designed to provide the best sound quality based on our own unique
technologies accumulated to date since those days of media players, and it is probably be the
only one capable product exceeding the current network players on the market in terms of
functionalities.

As to the player software, ROON, MPD, DLNA, SqueezeLite and others are available. And the
music files from an external USB storage device, network shared folders and streaming services

are also available. As well, the more functions can be easily added via software upgrade.

Plus, the simple and nice looking Web GUI allows users to choose the desired audio function,
setup and control playing music file through Apps on users’ smart devices.

sMS-200 is the one and only network player in the kind of price range, and does deliver high
fidelity together with impressive sound. It does make people freely imagine the close to real scene
where the original sound is generated from.

Simply experience the difference and surprise with sMS-200 developed by SOtM.

1Q : Why do we choose SOtM products?
1A : Because the performances of SOtM products are superior than others..

2Q : What aspects of SOtM products are superior than others? And what is so
special about SOtM?
2A : We have the most special and unique original technology made by our own such as Ultra
low noise regulator, Ultra low jitter clock, active noise canceller, multi stage regulation and the
other leading edge original technology, they can’t be easily copied nor reproduced by others.
These are applied to all our products, and they present the most detailed and high quality sound
and it is the key feature that why our products are different with others.

3Q. : With specific example, why would we have to choose sMS-200? And what is
the best appeal point?
3A : As it has been mentioned above, the most special and unique technologies have been

applied to all SOtM products as well as the sMS-200. It make sMS-200 presenting the most
attractive sound quality compared to others in the same price range products on the market,
actually we sure that there is no one in the same price range with such high quality audio product
in current market.

4Q : Can I expect to hear much difference if I use dCBL-CAT7/iSO-CAT6 or mBPSd2s/sPS-1000 with sMS-200?
Yes, all the time we recommend using sMS-200 with the dedicated power supply as mBPS-d2s or
sPS-1000 together and also, dCBL-CAT7 and iSO-CAT6 for any type of network audio systems.
Unlike general LAN cable on the market, SOtM dCBL-CAT7 or iSO-CAT6 contains a filter block
which removes the influx of noise through the LAN connection and improves to the most high
frequency balanced and delicate sound.

